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• The US Dollar Index, which lost 0.6% on Friday, stays on the backfoot in the European morning

after having opened with a bearish gap. There won't be any high-impact macroeconomic data

releases featured in the economic calendar on Monday. Comments from European Central Bank

(ECB) officials and the 10-year US Treasury note auction later in the day will be watched closely

by market participants.

• Ahead of the weekend, several FOMC policymakers reiterated that they consider it appropriate to

continue removing policy accommodation. "I support another significant hike in two weeks,"

Federal Reserve Governor Christopher Waller said on Friday but the greenback failed to end the

week on a firm footing. Nevertheless, the CME Group FedWatch Tool shows that markets are

pricing in a 90% probability of a 75 basis points (bps) rate hike.

• The UK Gross Domestic Product (GDP) data has expanded by 0.2%, lower than the consensus of

0.5% but remained upbeat than the contraction of 0.6% reported earlier.
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EURUSD

 EUR/USD stays depressed around 1.0080, keeping the previous day’s pullback moves during

Monday’s Asian session as investors have shifted to the sidelines ahead of the US inflation data.

However, the recently hawkish comments from the European Central Bank (ECB) policymakers

keep the pair buyers hopeful. The major has remained in the grip of bulls for the past week after

printing a multi-year low around 0.9860.

 “Many policymakers saw a growing probability that they will need to take the rate into "restrictive

territory", jargon for a level of rates that causes the economy to slow, at 2% or above,” mentioned

Reuters while quoting five sources.

 A decisive break above the upper band of daily bearish channel around 1.0130 will drive the asset

towards August 17 high around 1.0200, followed by the 1.0250 resistance. Meanwhile, an uptrend

line from September 06 low, near 1.0000, restricts the immediate downside of the pair.
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 The GBP/USD pair dropped to near 1.1600 a after the release of the lower-than-expected UK

economic data but recovered from the heated decline. A softer US dollar and hopes of the faster rate

hike from the Bank of England (BOE), mainly due to Liz Truss’ election as the UK Prime Minister

(PM), seem to keep the buyers hopeful.

 It should be noted that a week’s delay by the BOE in its monetary policy decision also seems to

restrict the Cable pair’s latest moves. BOE delays monetary policy announcement to September 22

as the nation mourns over the death of Queen Elizabeth II.

 A clear upside break of the 1.1650 level directs GBP/USD bulls towards late August high around

1.1750. A breach of the latter will send cable to the 1.1800 level, followed by 1.1875 . On the

contrary, a sustained move below the support of 1.1530 will send the major to September 05 low,

around 1.1445.
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 The USD/JPY pair has advanced sharply after a little shaky opening and is hovering around

142.88 in the Asian session. On a broader note, the major has attempted a firm rebound after the

conclusion of retracement from the previous week’s high around 145.00.

 There is no denying the fact that the US economy has entered into a decline phase of US

inflation as back-to-back declines in headline US Consumer Price Index (CPI) warrant

exhaustion signals. Falling gasoline prices in the US and jaw-dropping interest rates have

resulted in a decline in inflation forecasts.

 For an ideal short build-up, investors could use the pullback towards the downtrend line around

143.70 as a selling opportunity. This will drag the asset towards the uptrend line from August 11

low at 140.60. On the flip side, greenback bulls will dominate the asset if it oversteps the 143.70

resistance. This will push the asset to reclaim September 07 high around 145.00. A breach of the

latter will drive the asset towards 146.00, followed by 18 August 1998 high at 146.50.
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 XAU/USD retreats from a one-week high, flashed the previous day, to $1,713 heading into

Monday’s European session. In doing so, the bullion traders seem to take clues from the firmer US

Treasury yields, as well as the fears surrounding China and Russia.

 US 10-year Treasury yields add two basis points (bps) to 1.34% while reversing the previous day’s

downbeat performance amid Monday’s sluggish session, due to China’s holiday and a light

calendar. Even so, recently hawkish comments from the policymakers of the European Central

Bank (ECB) and the US Federal Reserve (Fed) seem to keep the fears of the recession on the table.

 Gold is expected to display more losses if the asset drops below the support if $1,710. An

occurrence of the same will drag the precious metal to the psychological support of 1.1700,

followed by September 01 low surrounding $1,690. Alternatively, a decisive move above Friday’s

high around $1,730 will send the asset towards $1,740, followed by August 29 high surrounding

$1,750.
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 US stocks climbed on Friday, posting weekly gains after a three-week losing streak, while

government bond yields gained. Communication services, energy and technology led the gainers,

with all sectors in the green.

 The S&P 500 gained 1.5% to 4,067.36. For more upside, bulls need to surpass the downtrend line

at 4,070, which will send the index to August 24 low, around 4,120. A breach of the latter will drive

the asset to August 26 high at 4,200. Meanwhile, the support of 4,000 restricts the immediate S&P

500 downside before directing the bears to September 06 low surrounding 3,900.

 Kroger raised its full-year outlook as people continued to prioritize at-home food consumption

amid high inflation, a trend that drove the food retailing company's fiscal second-quarter results

above Wall Street's estimates. Shares jumped 7.4%, among the top gainers on the S&P 500.
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